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Abstract
The objective of this study has been to answer three questions.
The questions are Can you navigate in a different way than
with your fingers, Do you lose any functionality in the
application when you are not using your fingers and is the
solution a reasonable way to navigate. The study consist of
two parts, the first is to create a navigation library with
different navigation methods and the second part is to
evaluate the navigation methods using user tests. The study
shows that it is possible to navigate without the use of fingers
and address problems and solution to navigate without the use
of fingers. The study shows how different navigation methods
perform compared to each other and compared to navigating
with the use of fingers.
Keywords: Human-mobile-interaction, Android, Accessibility,
Java, Mobile navigation.
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Notation
Acronyms
I/O

Input and output

AOSP

Android open source project

OS

Operating system

GPS

Global Positioning System

HCI

Human-computer interaction
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1

Introduction
The introduction talks about 1.1 backgrounds and problem
motivation. 1.2 will present the overall aim. 1.3 present the
scope of the work. 1.4 specifies the concrete and verifiable
goals. 1.5 shows the outline of the report and 1.6 have the
contribution of the paper.

1.1

Background and problem motivation
The mobile phone development has increased at a rapid pace
and today the mobile phone is more than just something you
makes phone calls on and it is instead a computer where you
can perform most functions.
In today's society almost every person wears a mobile phone,
but how should one use the device when one cannot navigate
in the normal way ie with fingers.
Since the mobile phone has become everyday life for many,
there are still many who cannot navigate the mobiles without
changing the input and output, but can something be done to
facilitate so that more people can use mobile phones without
external add-ons.

1.2

Overall Aim
The projects overall aim is to find new ways to navigate the
mobile device without the use of fingers and increase the
accessibility of mobile phones.

1.3

Scope
The scope of the work will be to test the specified navigation
methods on a fixed number of key navigation features. The
features that will be tested are: Navigate between views,
Download files, Click on different sized buttons, Scrolling up
and down, Long press and Click and hold (drag and slide). The
application will be limited to android and java. The sensors for
navigation will be limited to motion, location, and voice.

1
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1.4

Concrete and verifiable goals
The goal of this work is to create a standalone general
purpose navigation library and evaluate the chosen navigation
methods on predetermined goals
•

Can you navigate in a different way than with your
fingers?

•

Do you lose any functionality in the application when you
are not using your fingers?

•

Is the solution a reasonable way to navigate?

The goals will be to create general navigation in a stand-alone
library. The evaluation of the navigation methods will be based
on three problem questions.
For the application to be general navigation it will only handle
general navigation cases that are specified in the test
application. For the navigation to be in a standalone library
the application will be developed in a library module that can
be included to any other android application.
For the evaluation questions, the first problem question "can
you navigate in a different way than with your fingers" will be
answered with different methods you can use to navigate and
why/why not it's a way you can navigate.
The second question "do you lose any functionality in the
application when you are not using your fingers" will be
answered by seeing if you can navigate all the key functions.
Question three “is the solution a reasonable way to navigate”
will be evaluated by comparing the time and number of tasks
it takes to do the same navigation with fingers.

1.5

Outline
Chapter 2 of the report will address the theory behind the
tools and methods that have been used under the work.
Chapter 3 will present the method of the work. Chapter 4 and
5 deal with the creation of navigation and present the results
of the work and goals. Chapter 6 deals with the conclusions of
the work and also provides future work.

2
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1.6

Contributions
The work has been done by myself but the work and report
have been discussed with my supervisors.
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2

Theory

2.1

Java
The Java platform allows users to develop and deploy
applications on both desktops and servers. Java has four key
concepts. First is an advanced management console that
provides control over different java versions that are running
in an enterprise and offers a secure and enchanting
experience and availability. The second is the security of the
Java platform which describes the security provided by
different roles for developers, administrators, home users, and
professionals. Third, we have java mission control where java
flight recorder and java mission control have created a tool
together to collect low level and runtime information. Last we
have a deployment rule set that are rules that allows an
administrator to control clients across an organization. Java
offers interface, performance, versatility, portability, and
security for its users. [1]

2.2

Android
Android is an open source operating system led by Google.
android open source project (AOSP) contains information and
code that is needed to create your own variants of Android OS,
devices and accessories on the Android platform. The goal of
Android is to avoid a central point of failure and because of
that Android is an OS for consumer product with customizable
source code that works to almost any device. [2]

2.3

Human interaction
With the use of mobile devices, we have presented five main
challenges in human-computer interaction (HCI). The first
challenge is designing for mobility, because of that you the
user needs to work with small devices and not always in the
ideal environment and the environment can drastically
change. The second challenge is designing for a widespread
population, Most users will not have any training with the
devices. The third challenge is designing for limited
input/output facilities, there will always be improvements in
screen size and resolution but you will always have a limited
space to work on because the mobile need to be small. The
4
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fourth challenge is designing for (incomplete and varying)
context information, with the use of sensors and networks
mobiles can sometimes know the context and this brings new
information that can be unreliable or patch and can create
new problems. Last challenge is designing for users
multitasking at levels unfamiliar to most desktop users, one of
the keys to a successful design is support for multitasking and
task interruption. Mobile devices are frequently interrupted
given the environments the devices are used in. [3]

2.4

Mobile sensors
Smartphones are becoming the central computer and
communication device in people's lives. Today's smartphones
are coming with powerful embedded sensors such as
accelerometer, digital compass, gyroscope, GPS, microphone,
and camera.
But one of the biggest obstacles is not the infrastructure
because millions of people are already carrying phones that
can use sensors. The problem is the technical barrier related
to performing private sensitive and resources sensitive
feedback to users with data that is noisy and labels so its
effective for the user. [4]

2.5

Mobile navigation
Today's devices are packed with numerous sensors and
functionalities that are optimized for specific usage. Mobile
phones can work as cameras and music players but more often
than not this application is not integrated with the
connectivity and sensors that a phone can use. With the use of
the compass for music navigation, you can increase the
interaction by leading user closer to their friend and exchange
music with the use of the phone's WiFi. [5]
Even when mobile technology is a fast-growing industry there
has been a loss with respect to usability. By comparing the
structure of menus if its a tree type or category type. This
shows the importance of how navigation is presented. [6]
With regular navigation user are not only depending on the
visual aspects of the navigation but also the non-speech
sounds that support the navigation. The non-speech sound can
be a specific sound we associate with different actions.[7]

5
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2.6

Navigation methods
Gestures are a method to navigate using a swiping motion to
achieve different actions. To achieve gesture navigation you
can use the touchscreen to recognize different swiping
motions but another alternative is to use tri-axis
accelerometer that is built into most mobile phones. [8]
With the development of gesture navigation, new methods are
created. LG is working on gesture controls that don't need
physical interaction to achieve desired functions. [9]
Graphical interfaces started as an imitation of the physical
world but many interaction methods are not available in the
real world. But with a sensor enchanted input device, we can
provide a preview of the action before it executes. With this
input device, you can change the interaction technique
depending on the content for example menu or gesture
navigation. [10]

2.7

Accessibility
Touchscreen devices are becoming more common but the
technology is inaccessible to those who for example are
visually impaired. With the use of gesture-driven navigation,
you can improve the accessibility of mobile phones. The
improvement can be done without physical modification of the
device which makes it possible to build a single adaptive
device. [11]
The use of mobile devices provides new opportunities for
people with disabilities. But with these new tools, new
accessibility challenges are presented. One of the challenges
is to use the device in crowded spaces because of the mobility
of the input device. One other problem is device failure and
device maintenance. The reliability of the input devices often
have problems and often are required restarts. [12]

2.8

Usability
The general definition of usability has three core aspects. The
first aspect is "more efficient to use" which means that it takes
less time to perform a task. The second aspect is "easier to
learn" and this means that you can learn what to do by
observing. The last aspect is "more user satisfaction" and it
covers that it should meet the user expectations. [13]
6
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The usability of mobile devices for older adults shows a big
difference depending on the user's previous experiences. Most
of the studies suggest that touchscreen is not as intuitive for
older user as for the younger generation but there can be
changes done by the developers to enable older users to
access more recent technologies. [14]
To achieve a better usability for most mobile users a checklist
exists so developers can check off their applications. With the
use of a checklist, you can identify about 90% of usability
problems. [15]

2.9

Azimuth
The definition of azimuth is the direction of a celestial object
that is measured clockwise around the observer's horizon from
north.
In other words, an object due north has an azimuth of 0° and
an object due south has the azimuth of 180°. [16]

2.10 Speech Recognizer
Google cloud speech recognizer allows developers to convert
audio to text with the use of network models through an easy
to use API. The speech recognizer uses the most advanced
deep-learning neural network algorithms for speech
recognition to convert voice to text. The recognizer can
recognize over hundred and twenty languages and can
automatically identify the spoken language. [17]

2.11 User tests
Usability inspections is a generic name for ways to evaluate
user interfaces and to find problems with usability. For
software debugging the method software inspection has been
used as a method for a long time and similar usability
inspection is used to find problems in the usability. [18]
For usability inspections, we have seven common methods.
The first one is heuristic evaluation where the evaluators have
presented an interface and then asked to comment on it. This
method is dependent on the number of users that evaluates
but have four major advantages. The first one is that ist cheap.
The second one is it's intuitive and easy to motivate people to
do it. The third is that it doesn't require advanced planning.
7
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The last is that it can be used early in the development
process. [19]
The next inspection method is a cognitive walkthrough.
Cognitive walkthrough is based on particular users and their
key tasks. These key tasks are a task that users do frequently,
critical or a part of the core capabilities of the system. [20]
Formal usability inspections involve stepping through user
tasks and have to goal to identify defects for the interface.
This method is a combination of heuristic and cognitive. [21]
Pluralistic walkthrough works by stepping through a scenario
and discussing them in group meetings that consist of
developers and users. [22]
Feature inspections list features for typical task and checks for
long sequences that would not be natural for users to try but
this method requires extensive experience to asses a proposed
feature set. [23]
Consistency inspection is usually done automatically and
works by checking the interface and comparing if it does what
is intended. [24]
Standards inspection works by an expert on interfaces inspect
the interface for compliance. [18]
When the UI design has tested the tester need to consider the
cultural preference of the application. Various cross-cultural
information, navigation pattern, mental model, metaphors,
and appearance should be obtained for the tests. [25]

8
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3

Methodology
3.1 shows the development process of the work. 3.2 describes
the test application. 3.3 discuss the navigation methods. 3.4
shows details of the goals. 3.5 specifies the user tests

3.1

Development process
The development of the navigation solution is done in
iterations with the help of online tools to structure the work.

3.1.1 Iterations
To ensure a better user experience each task is iterated. [26] A
task is implemented and then evaluated and if the task doesn't
fulfill the desire function its re-implemented with improvement
from the evaluation. The iteration process can be seen in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Iteration process

9
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3.1.2 Trello
To structure the work trello have been used as a storyboard.
With the use of a scrum and storyboard, you can easily get an
overlook on what's done, ongoing and what's left to do. [27]
The scrum board can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Trello-scrum board

3.1.3 Stand up
With the use of stand up meeting the work is structured to
prevent potential problems and to see working progress and
not getting stopped too long on one problem. The use of stand
up has shown to have a positive effect on smaller groups but
in larger groups, the response of stand up is more negative.
[28]

10
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3.1.4 Bitbucket
Bitbucket is used to handle version control. With the use of
version, control rollbacks are made easy in case of problems
and the progress can be monitored.

3.2

Test application
The test application will be a basic mobile application that has
a couple of key functionalities that are vital for navigation and
to be able to test the navigation in with controlled conditions.
The key features are:

3.3

•

Navigate between views

•

Click on different sized buttons

•

Scrolling up and down

•

Long press

•

Click and hold (drag and slide)

Navigation
The navigation will only use onboard sensors of the mobile
phone and are limited to the use of motion, voice and location
sensors.

3.3.1 Motion
For navigation using the motion of the mobile device different
sensors can be used to collect the data that correspond to the
movement of the mobile device.
With the use of the accelerometer, you can navigate based on
the motion on the phone. The navigation can then be done by
tilting the mobile to move an object over the layout and then
shake the phone to click an item.
3.3.2 Voice
For navigation using voice, the microphone is used to record
users input.
With the microphone, you can navigate the mobile phone with
voice commands or voice input to perform different actions.
11
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3.3.3 Location
For navigation using the location of the user, several sensors
can be used. One of the sensors is the compass where you can
map the navigation to the physical location of the phone based
on the alignment with different azimuths.
3.3.4 Combinations
With the combination of the sensors above we can get new
methods to navigate the mobile phone. The combination of
sensors allows the users to get more navigations options but
also extend the number of different navigations you can do.

3.4

User tests
To evaluate the application a case study in the form of user
tests is used. The use of user tests and case studies can
provide useful information. [29]
The user test will be a hierarchical task analysis and the test is
divided into three tasks. [30]
Each task will follow Wixon and Wilson method for testing and
each task will be timed and the total number of wrong clicks
will be noted down. [31]
Then the user will rate the navigation one to five based on how
easy the user think the navigation method was to use. And last
a comment section for comments and visual problems the user
test show. In table 1 we see the sheet that will be used on the
use test. Each task will have two minutes maximum time for
completing the task.
Table 1: User tests

Navigation\
Evaluation
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

Number of wrong Time to complete Time to complete Time to complete User rating 1-5 (1
clicks
task 1
task 2
task 3
hard, 5 easy)
Comments

Task one will be to click on a button that is a seventh and a
ninth of the screen and then the user will navigate to a new
12
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view. Task two will be to scroll down to the user can see the
twentieth entry and long click on it. The third task will slide a
bar to the value seventy-one.

13
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4

Implementation design
4.1 shows the design for the test application. 4.2 shows the
design of the standalone library. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 shows the
navigation design.

4.1

Test application
The test application was first drawn out with the desired
functions as comments to ensure that all the functionality was
included. The first drawing can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3: First draft of test application

14
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After the drawing, a UI tool was used to prototype the
application and ensure the drawing could function in reality.
The prototype was made in fluidui and can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 4: Fluidui prototype

4.2

Standalone library
The navigation library is made as a standalone library so it can
be included in any Android application and views. In figure 5
we have an inclusion example on a view.

Figure 5: Including of motion navigation

With the use of a standalone library, you only need to include
five rows of code to get the full use of the new navigation
method. First, we need a variable for the navigation and for
the view group. To start the navigation we call the navigation
library and passes the view group and context. Last we have a
register and unregister to handle on pause and on resume in
applications.
The library works with the use of an overlay that applies over
an existing layout In figure 6 we see the interaction of the
layout on top of a layout.

15
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Figure 6: Layout, navigation, layout with
navigation

On an event, the overlay relays that event to the layout by
dispatching a motion event based on where the navigation orb
is located all without the need to use the fingers.
Standalone libraries in an android application have several
times been reported to be hazardous to users privacy and
vulnerable to security breaches because of outdated
applications and libraries. [32]
Because of this, the navigation library asks for permission
before using the sensors and if the sensor would not be
responding the user will be notified.

4.3

Motion navigation
Motion navigation was first prototyped using Fluidui that can
be seen in figure 7. In the prototype, an orb is visible as an
overlay and using different colors to indicate different
functionalities.

16
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Figure 7: Fluidui motion navigation

The orange color represents normal movement over the
layout. Red represents a menu where you can choose what
type of click to use. Blue represents scroll and will be done by
tipping the mobile phone up and down depending on the
direction the user wants to scroll. Yellow will represent click
and hold and when this is selected the object you clicked on
will be held and moved based on the direction the user tilts
the mobile phone. Grey represents normal click and white
represent long click.

17
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4.4

Voice navigation
The voice navigation will use Google speech recognizer to
transform speech to text. The text from the speech will use
command words that correspond to a specific action as can be
seen in figure 8.

Figure 8: Voice navigation

To start the speech navigation you shake the phone. Then
word commands as up will result in the navigation orb to move
upwards, down for downward, left for left and right for right.
To perform different navigation methods the voice commandclick is used for a single click, long for a long click, scroll for
scrolling and hold for click and hold.

4.5

Location navigation
Motion navigation uses the compass to indicate what direction
to move. With aligning the device to the north the movement
will go upwards, west to move left, east to go right and south

18
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to go down. The azimuth of the compass is split into four and
can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9: Navigation based on compass

For menu navigation, it uses the same as motion navigation.
The user shakes the phone and tilts left for a click, right for a
long click, up to scroll and down to click and hold.

19
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5

Results
5.1 shows the result of the library. 5.2 shows the result of the
test application. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 shows the result of each separate
navigation method. 5.6 shows the result of the user tests.

5.1

Navigation library
The motion navigation flowchart that can be seen in figure 10
describes how the navigation method works.

Figure 10:
navigation

Flowchart

on

motion

The algorithm for motion navigation first checks if the motion
of the phone is a shake. If there is a shake a menu flag is
toggled. If the menu flag is on the algorithm checks for what
direction the phone is tilted and then perform a corresponding
navigation method and then untoggle the menu flag. If the
menu flag is not active the algorithm checks what direction
the phone is tilted and move the navigation orb in the
corresponding direction.

20
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The voice navigation flowchart that can be seen in figure 11
describes how the navigation method works.

Figure 11: Flowchart of voice navigation

The algorithm for voice navigation waits for a shake to start
voice recognition. After the voice recognition, the algorithm
tries to match the given command to the existing commands.
If the voice command matches a movement command the
navigation orb moves in the corresponding direction as given.
If the command is a navigation method the action
corresponding to that command is executed.
The location navigation flowchart that can be seen in figure 12
describes how the navigation method works.

21
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Figure 12:
navigation

Flowchart

on

location

The algorithm for location navigation checks for a shaking of
the phone. If a shake occurs a menu flag is activated. If the
menu flag is active the algorithm checks for tilting of the
phone and perform a navigation method corresponding to the
tilt. If the menu flag is not active the navigation orb is moved
to correspond to the azimuth angle from the north.
The documentation of the code is made using JavaDoc and the
documentation for motion navigation can be seen in Appendix
A, The documentation for voice navigation can be seen in
Appendix B. The documentation for location navigation can be
seen in Appendix C. The public class MotionNavigation
extends
java.lang.Object
and
implements
android.hardware.SensorEventListener. The public class
VoiceNavigation extends java.lang.Object and implements
android.hardware.SensorEventListener. The public class
LocationNavigation extends java.lang.Object and implements
android.hardware.SensorEventListener. All class uses private
methods to achieve the desired navigation.
The application is made as a standalone library and can be
included in any android application. An example of the
22
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inclusion can be seen in figure 13. In the inclusion of other
application, we can see one app that is made with fragments
and one that only uses activities.

Figure 13: Library including on other applications

To improve the accessibility of the library all text strings are
located in a string resource file so the application easy can be
translated to desired languages.

5.2

Test application
The finished test application consists of four views that can be
seen in figure 14.

23
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Figure 14: Finished test application

The first view in the test application is the button view, each
button gives a toast as a response to confirm what button that
was pressed. The second view is a drawer menu that allows
the user to go to another layout. The third view is a scrolling
layout that allows the user to scroll through content then click
or long clock on the different items and get a toast for the
response to what press the user did. The fourth view has a
slider bar that allows the user to slide to different values and
get confirmation on when the user starts and stop dragging
the slider with the help of toasts.

5.3

Motion navigation
To help with the usability in motion navigation help boxes on
the different navigation types is displayed and can be seen in
figure 15.

Figure 15: Finished motion navigation

24
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When the user first start the application with motion
navigation you get a help box that prompt you to shake the
phone to be able to select the navigation method. After
shaking the phone the user is prompted to tilt the phone in the
direction that represents the action the user wants to take. If
the user wants to scroll or click and hold a new box is
promoted. For scroll, a box prompting the user to tilt the
phone in the direction you want to scroll then shake the phone
to stop scrolling. When the user selects click and hold the user
is prompted to shake the phone to release the object.

5.4

Voice navigation
The finished voice navigation can be seen in figure 16. In the
navigation, alert boxes are shown to help with usability.

Figure 16: Finished voice navigation

When you first start the application the user is prompted a
text box that tells them to shake the device to start the voice
recognition. When the user shakes the device and starts the
voice recognition a new dialog is shown and tells the user
what commands that are available. If the user wants to scroll
or drag an object the user is also prompted to say in what
direction.
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5.5

Location navigation
The finished location navigation can be seen in figure 17.

Figure 17: Finished location navigation

To increase usability the user is prompted help boxes
depending on what type of navigation the user is using. At the
start of the navigation, the user is prompted to shake the
phone to stop movement and be able to choose the navigation
method. When the user enters the navigation menu the user is
prompted to tilt the phone in the direction corresponding to a
specific function. For scrolling, the user is prompted to tilt the
phone to scroll and for click and hold the user is prompted to
shake the phone to release the object.

5.6

Evaluation
The result from the user tests are summed up and the average
of each task and rating is calculated and can be seen in table
2. The average age for the test users was 30, with the lowest
age of 17 and the highest age of 54.

Table 2: Table from all user tests
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Navigation\
Evaluation
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

Average
Standard Error
Standard Error
Standard Error
number of
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average rating
wrong clicks task 1 (sec)
task 1
task 2 (sec)
task 2
task 3 (sec)
task 3
1-5
1.3
21.82
1.89
9.52
0.99
10.8
1.01
4.7
1.8
36.95
2.11
20.04
2.31
37.1
3.14
3.7
15
100.21
5.11
61.54
13.24
107.5
4.33
1.2
8
46.53
4.31
37.11
5.59
66.97
9.5
2.2

For each task, the Standard Error of the Mean is calculated
and added as an error bar in figure 18.

Figure 18: Grouped bar plot from all the user test

In the graph, each task is grouped and the navigation method
is separated by color. Blue is for the default test with the use
of fingers. Orange is the navigation using motion. Yellow is the
navigation using location. Purple is the navigation using voice.
The first group of bars is for the average number of wrong
clicks from each user test during all tasks. The second group
of bars is task one, the third group of bars is task two, the
fourth group of bars is task three and the fourth group of bars
is the average rating giving for each navigation method.
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In the graph, we see that location navigation have the highest
number of wrong clicks and fingers and motions have a similar
number of wrong clicks but fingers have a few less.
For task one, we can see that location navigation is the
slowest and the navigation baseline with the use of fingers is
fastest and that none of the error bars are overlapping. Of the
navigation methods that don't use fingers the motion
navigation is the fastest.
Task two we can see that the baseline with the use of fingers is
fastest and motion is second fastest. And the slowest is
location-based navigation similar to task one. None of the
error bars is overlapping in task two.
Task three we can see the same trend as in task one and two
were the use of fingers is fastest and location-based is the
slowest. Different from task one and two when motion
navigation have been close to the time when the user's used
fingers the time in task three is more than doubled between
the use of fingers and the use of motion.
The rating of the navigation methods both location-based and
voice navigation got a low score and the use of fingers and
motion navigation got a higher score.
If we instead separate the user tested based on age we get the
average of persons that is twenty and younger in table 3.
Table 3: Table from twenty and younger
Navigation\
Evaluation
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

Average
Standard Error
Standard Error
Standard Error
number of
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average rating
wrong clicks task 1 (sec)
task 1
task 2 (sec)
task 2
task 3 (sec)
task 3
1-5
1.2
19.54
2.12
9.3
1.71
10.52
1.79
4.8
0.6
32.58
1.17
17.94
3.22
31.48
2.24
4.2
11.8
89.82
5.2
36.88
7.39
98.22
5.58
1.4
4.8
37.96
2.19
27.14
3.03
49.18
5.24
2.8

And with the Standard Error of the Mean as error bars, we can
see the result in image 19.
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Figure 19: Grouped bar plot from age twenty and younger

In the plot for age twenty and under we see the grouped bar
plot based on errors, times and rating. The blue bar is for
navigation with fingers, orange bar is for navigation based on
motion, the yellow bar is for navigation based on location and
the purple bar is based on voice navigation.
In the first group, we can see that the navigation based on the
motion have the least number of wrong clicks and locationbased has the larges number of wrong clicks.
The times in task one, two and three we have the same trend
where the use of fingers is fastest followed by motion
navigation and the slowest is location-based navigation.
For task one and three, none of the error bars is overlapping
but in task two the error bar for location-based navigation and
voice-based navigation is overlapping with results in that we
can't definitively say that one is faster or slower than the
other.
For the age twenty-one to forty, we can see the average time in
table 4.
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Table 4: Table from twenty-one to forty
Navigation\
Evaluation
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

Average
Standard Error
Standard Error
Standard Error
number of
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average rating
wrong clicks task 1 (sec)
task 1
task 2 (sec)
task 2
task 3 (sec)
task 3
1-5
1.67
19.63
1.92
7.77
0.29
10.13
1.73
4.67
3
37.2
2.99
17.9
3.95
36.53
5.53
3.67
14.33
104.33
8.57
63.67
28.29
114.63
5.37
1
9.33
44.56
1.23
47.47
16.49
78.5
21.53
2

And with the Standard Error of the Mean as error bars, we can
see the result in image 20.

Figure 20: Grouped bar plot for the age twenty-one to forty

For the age group between twenty-one and forty, we can see
finger-based navigation as blue, motion navigation as orange,
location navigation as yellow and voice navigation as purple.
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In the first group, we can see that the finger based navigation
has the lowest number of wrong clicks followed by motion
navigation that has almost twice the number of wrong clicks
and location-based navigation have the most number of wrong
clicks with close to eight times more wrongs than with the use
of fingers.
For group two and four where task one and three times are
shown we see that the use of fingers is fastest followed by
motion navigation and last is location navigation with a large
difference in time. Task two the error bar is largely
overlapping each other so we can't say with the definitive
answer which takes the longest time to complete but we can
see that navigation with the use of fingers is fastest.
For the rating of the navigation both finger-based navigation
and motion-based navigation scored well but location and
voice navigation scored low.
For the age above forty-one, we can see the average time in
table 5.
Table 5: Table from forty-one and above
Navigation\
Evaluation
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

Average
number of
wrong clicks

Standard Error
Standard Error
Standard Error
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average time of the Mean
Average rating
task 1 (sec)
task 1
task 2 (sec)
task 2
task 3 (sec)
task 3
1-5
1
30.8
2
12.7
0.5
12.5
1
4.5
3
47.5
1
28.5
0.2
52
0.5
2.5
24
120
0
120
0
120
0
1
14
70.9
2
46.5
1
94.15
25.85
1

And with the Standard Error of the Mean as error bars, we
can see the result in image 21.
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Figure 21: Grouped bar plot from age forty-one and up

In the grouped bar plot for the age for-one and above we can
see finger-based navigation as blue, motion-based as orange,
location-based as yellow and voice-based as purple.
In the plot, we see that fingers and motion navigation have a
low number of wrong clicks. In task one, two and three the
location-based navigation exceeded the max time to perform
each task and in task three the error bar for voice-based
navigation is overlapping with location-based navigation.
Except those we can see that finger-based navigation is fastest
followed by motion and voice and last Is location-based
navigation.
The rating given for each navigation method is good for
fingers and not so good for motion and for location and voice,
they got the lowest possible score.
From the results in table 2, we can see that navigating with
the use of fingers is faster than any of the navigation options
from the navigation library. Between the navigation methods
from the navigation library, the motion based navigation is
fastest followed by voice and last was location-based
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navigation. After the user test was split into different age
groups we got some changes in the times it took to use the
different navigation methods. For the first and second age
groups, the error bar was overlapping between voice and
location navigation in task 2. For age group three we get an
overlapping between voice and location in task 3. This results
in that we can't say with confidence that voice and location
navigation is faster or slower than each other. The result
shows that the navigation with the use of fingers Is fastest and
between the navigation methods from the navigation library
the motion based navigation is fastest.
From the user tests, some problems were shown that affected
the times for each task. The first problem was that locationbased navigation was depending on the connection to the
compass so if the user was inside it some times did not work
as intended. The second problem was with voice navigation
where one user's speech from the command hold and scroll
sounded the same which resulted in unwanted actions.
The full notes of the user test can be seen in Appendix D. The
graphs are made in Matlab and the script for the plots can be
seen in Appendix E.
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6

Conclusions
In this chapter, we discuss the conclusions of the work and
how it can be improved. The main scientifical contribution of
this work is to improve the accessibility of mobile devices and
this work contributes to new ways to navigate mobile devices
without the need to use external inputs.

6.1

Goals
The first goal was “can you navigate in a different way than
with your fingers”. And the answer to that is yes and is both
described in theory with different navigation but also the work
that
is
done
in
this
report.
The second goal “Do you lose any functionality on the
application when you are not using your fingers”. All
navigation methods can perform all the specified tasks but it
also brought to attention in the introduction that most of the
existing navigation method reduces the mobility of the
devices.
The third goal was “is the solution a reasonable way to
navigate”. After the user tests, we can see that motion-based
navigation is a reasonable way to navigate and voice
navigation is more limited and depending och how the users
pronounce the desired action. Location-based navigation is not
a reasonable way to navigate because it is too inconsistent and
the time it took to perform each task was too long.

6.2

Evaluation of navigation library

6.2.1 Result
This work was only a proof of concept that you can use the
internal sensors to provide new ways to navigate the mobile
devices without the use of fingers. Further work should be
done both on other sensors like the camera and in other
languages to allow better cross-platform support to other
devices than android.
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A problem whit this work was the lack of similar solutions
because the most common way to the navigation problem was
to change how you interact whit the mobile device and it
usually was costly solutions that reduced the mobility of the
phone.
Some strong points of the application are that it works on both
activities and fragments, also that it can be configured to work
with any language.
6.2.2 Further development
To improve the application the use of unique solutions would
improve the usability but this library was made as general
navigation that would work on most application without the
need to change the application that the library is added to.
Better languages support can also be added by creating more
translations because now the library only matches the voice
and gives feedback in English.
To further improve the application the navigation orb should
be in an XML file to help improve configurations in case you
want something different than an orb.

6.3

Evaluation of user tests

6.3.1 Result
The results for the user test focused on the improvement of
accessibility of the navigation library and each navigation
method was compared to each other and compared to the
navigation using fingers as a baseline to each task.
6.3.2 Error sources
Some of the sources to get a high standard error of the mean
was problems to read GPS from inside of some buildings and
the problem with how clearly a user talked English because
the voice navigation only was made with English commands.
The time it took to give a voice command also depended on the
surrounding sounds because the speech recognition stops
recording when its silent or a max timeout.
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6.3.3 Improvements
Improvements that can be done on the testing is to have a
larger test group and test on a larger spread of backgrounds,
ages, and disabilities.
This report has had a large focus on the accessibility and not a
focus on usability so to improve the experience and also the
times a new study on how to improve the usability should be
done.
6.3.4 New research questions
For continued research some of the questions that can be
asked are:

6.4

•

How do usability affect the result

•

How do different disabilities affect different navigation
methods

•

What other sensors and combination of sensors can be
used to navigate

Ethical aspects
From an ethical standpoint, this library can help some people
with disabilities but for some, it may hinder them to navigate
with may result in negative user experience. Another ethical
point is the use of google speech recognition because we can’t
ensure what google does with the information gathered from
the voice.
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Appendix A: Documentation of
MotionNavigation
A Motion based navigation system that
works as a overlay for existing
applications
Since:
2019-01-21
Version:
1.0
Author:
Sebastian Försth

Field Summary
Modifier and Type

Description

private android.hardware.Sensor

accelerometer

private android.app.Activity

activity

private boolean

clickAndHoldLock
ed

private android.app.Dialog

dlg

private static int

height

private int

lastRx

private int

lastRy

private int

lastZ

private android.content.Context

mContext

private android.graphics.drawable.GradientDrawable mDrawable
private boolean

menuToggle

private android.view.ViewGroup

mView

private android.hardware.Sensor

orientation

private boolean

reset

private int

rotationX

private int

rotationY

private int

screenHeight

private int

screenWidth
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private boolean

scrollLocked

private android.hardware.SensorManager

sensorManager

private static int

width

private static int

x

private static int
y

Method Summary
All Methods Instance Methods Concrete Methods
Modifier
and Type
Method and Description
alertDialog(java.lang.String message, int showTime)
private void This method creates custom alert dialogs to help inform the user
changeDrawableColor(int color)
private void This method is called when the color of the navigation orb is changed
clickAndHoldFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void This method is called to emulate click and hold
clickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void This method is called to emulate a click on screen
longClickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void This method is called to emulate a long click on screen
onAccuracyChanged(android.hardware.Sensor arg0, int arg1)

void

This method is called if the accuracy of a sensor is changed
onSensorChanged(android.hardware.SensorEvent event)

This method is called when a sensor is detecting changes This method then a
values to global variables and calling new methods depending on the sensor acti

void

register()

void

This method registers the listeners for each sensors

scrollFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates, int rotX, int rotY)
private void This method is called to emulate scrolling of content

private
boolean

sensorSetup()

void

This method unregister all listeners in this library

private void

This method checks if the necessary sensors is available
unregister()
viewsSetup()

Initial setup if all sensors
is available.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait,
wait, wait
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Appendix B: Documentation of
VoiceNavigation
A Voice based navigation system that works as a overlay for existing
applications
Since:
2019-01-21
Version:
1.0
Author:
Sebastian Försth

Field Summary
private android.hardware.Sensor

accelerometer

private android.app.Dialog

dlg

private boolean

down

private static int

height

private boolean

hold

private int

lastZ

private boolean

left

private android.app.Activity

mActivity

private android.content.Context

mContext

private android.graphics.drawable.GradientDrawable mDrawable
private int

moveSpeed

private android.view.ViewGroup

mView

private static int

REQUEST_PERMISSION_KEY

private boolean

right

private int

screenHeight

private int

screenWidth

private boolean

scroll
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private android.hardware.SensorManager
private java.lang.String

sensorManager
TAG

private int

tempX

private int

tempY

private boolean

up

private static int

width

private static int

x

private static int

y

Method Summary
All Methods Static Methods
Methods Concrete Methods
Modifier
and
Type
private void

Instance

Method and Description
alertDialog(java.lang.String message, int showTime)

This method creates custom alert dialogs to help inform the user

private
staticbundle2string(android.os.Bundle bundle)
java.lang.String Helper function to convert bundle to string for debugging
private void
private void
private void
private void
private static
boolean

changeDrawableColor(int color)

This method is called when the color of the navigation orb is changed
clickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)

This method is called to emulate a click on screen
downMovement()

Helper function to set movement direction
getDirection(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)

Voice recognizer to match users speech to a direction.
hasPermissions(android.content.Context context, java.lang.String... permissions)

Method to check and pront users to give permission to microphone
holdFunction()

private void
private static
boolean

Helper function to set global flag to click and hold and start voice recognize
drag direction
isInteger(java.lang.String s)

Method to convert a string to integer

private static
boolean

isInteger(java.lang.String s, int radix)

private void

Helper function to set movement direction

private void

Method to convert a string to integer
leftMovement()
longClickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)

This method is called to emulate a long click on screen
onAccuracyChanged(android.hardware.Sensor arg0, int arg1)
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void

This method is called if the accuracy of a sensor is changed
onSensorChanged(android.hardware.SensorEvent event)

This method is called when a sensor is detecting changes This method the
values to global variables and perform different action based on flags

void

register()

void

This method registers the listeners for each sensors

private void
private void

rightMovement()

Helper function to set movement direction
scrollFunction()

Helper function to set global flag to scroll and start voice recognizer to get sc

sensorSetup()
private boolean This method checks if the necessary sensors is available
private void

setup()

Initial setup if all sensors is available.
unregister()

void

This method unregister all listeners in this library

private void
private void

upMovement()

Helper function to set movement direction
voiceCommands()

Voice recognizer Uses voice recognizer to match users speech to
predetermined commands

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait,
wait, wait
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Appendix C: Documentation of
LocationNavigation
A location based navigation system that works as a overlay for existing
applications
Since:
2019-01-21
Version:
1.0
Author:
Sebastian Försth

Field Summary
Modifier and Type

Description

private android.hardware.Sensor

accelerometer

private android.app.Activity

activity

private boolean

clickAndHoldLock
ed

private android.app.Dialog

dlg

private android.hardware.Sensor

geomagnetic

private static int

height

private int

lastRx

private int

lastRy

private int

lastZ

private int

mAzimuth

private android.content.Context

mContext

private android.graphics.drawable.GradientDrawable mDrawable
private boolean

menuToggle

private float[]

mLastAccelerometer

private boolean

mLastAccelerometerSet

private float[]

mLastMagnetometer

private boolean

mLastMagnetometerSet

private android.view.ViewGroup

mView

private float[]

orientation
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private float[]

rMat

private android.hardware.Sensor

rotationVector

private int

rotationX

private int

rotationY

private int

screenHeight

private int

screenWidth

private boolean

scrollLocked

private android.hardware.SensorManager
private android.hardware.Sensor

sensorManager
sensorOrientation

private static int

width

private static int

x

private static int

y

private int

z

Method Summary
alertDialog(java.lang.String message, int showTime)
private void

This method creates custom alert dialogs to help inform
the user
private void

changeDrawableColor(int color)

This method is called when the color of the navigation
orb is changed
clickAndHoldFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void

This method is called to emulate click and hold
clickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void

This method is called to emulate a click on screen
longClickFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates)
private void

This method is called to emulate a long click on screen
moveDrawable(int movementX, int movementY)
private void

This method is called to move the navigation orb
onAccuracyChanged(android.hardware.Sensor arg0, int arg1)
void

This method is called if the accuracy of a sensor is
changed
onSensorChanged(android.hardware.SensorEvent event)
void

This method is called when a sensor is detecting changes This method then a
values to global variables and calling new methods depending on the sensor acti

void

register()
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This method registers the listeners for each sensors
scrollFunction(int xCoordinates, int yCoordinates, int rotX, int rotY)
private void This method is called to emulate scrolling of content
private
boolean

sensorSetup()

This method checks if the necessary sensors is available
unregister()

void

This method unregister all listeners in this library

private void

viewsSetup()

Initial setup if all sensors is available.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll,
toString, wait, wait, wait
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Appendix D: User tests
1
Age:
Sex:

24
M
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
Clicked on
7,2
7,5
5 the wrong
7
11,7
27,5
4
Had large
25
1 problem
86,9
on task 3
20,4
39,8
3

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers

1

15,8

Motion

0

30,5

13

83,5

3

36,2

Location
Voice
2
Age:
Sex:

25
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
8,2
9,5
4
18,7
41,5
4
31 103,9
1
29,4
47,8
2

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

3 21,8
1 38,5
13 102,5
5 42,2
3

Age:
Sex:

20
m
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
7,8
11,1
5

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers

3

18,8
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Motion

1

Location

32,5

13 104,5

Voice

5

37,2

17,2

36,8

28,7

113,4

27,2

48,2

5
Noted that
its helps if
you stand
1
in
the
north
direction
3

4
Age:
Sex:

35
m
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
Asked why
you need
to click on
7,9
13,4
5
7 and 9
and
not
just 9
24,3
42,6
3
The
compass
just
jumped
around
120
120
1
(probebly
becuse we
was in a
diffrent
building)
32,6
67,7
3

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n

Fingers

0

21,3

Motion

4

41,6

Location

20

120

Voice

10

46,3

5
Age:
Sex:

51
m
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
12,2
13,5
4
28,3
52,5
2

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion

1
3

28,8
46,5
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Location
Voice

24
14

120
72,9

120
45,5

120
120

1
1

6
Age:
Sex:

24
f
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
15,8
16,7
5
29,1
28,5
5
46,2
98,4
2
29,6
53,2
3

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

0
0
2
2

26,5
32,5
79,4
35,7

7
Age:
Sex:

21
m
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
9,5
10,8
4
20
37,1
3
61,5 107,5
1
37,1
66,9
2

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

1 21,8
1 36,9
15 100,2
8 46,5
8

Age:
Sex:

17
m
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
6,2
6,5
5
11,7
27,5
4
23
2
84,9
21,4
37,8
3

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

1
1
16
6

14,8
30,5
81,5
34,2

9
Age:
32
Sex:
m
Navigatio Number Time Time
of wrong task 1 task 2
n\
51

Time
task 3

User
comments
Rating
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Evaluatio
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location

2
4
10

Voice

13

15,8
31,5
90,5

45,2

7,2
10,7
40

80,4

1-5
(1
hard, 5
easy)
7,5
5
25,5
4
1
120

120

Scroll och
hold
lät
liknande
för
1
användare
n och miss
matchades
ibland

10
Age:
Sex:

54
f
User
Rating
Time
1-5
(1 comments
task 3
hard, 5
easy)
13,2
11,5
5
28,7
51,5
3
120
1
120
47,5
68,3
1

Navigatio
Number
n\
Time Time
of wrong
Evaluatio
task 1 task 2
clicks
n
Fingers
Motion
Location
Voice

1
3
24
14

32,8
48,5
120
68,9
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Appendix E: Matlab script
TitleTask = ["Average number of wrong clicks", ...
"Average time task 1 (sec)","Average time task 2 (sec)", ...
"Average time task 3 (sec)","Average rating 1-5"];
AvrageFingers = [1.3,21.82,9.52,10.8,4.7];
AvrageFingersError = [0,1.892488074,0.9959696559,1.007747764,0];
AvrageMotion = [1.8,36.95,20.04,37.1,3.7];
AvrageMotionError = [0,2.111200291,2.308592645,3.139462091,0];
AvrageLocation = [15,100.21,61.54,107.5,1.2];
AvrageLocationError = [0,5.115563399,13.24288656,4.334230676,0];
AvrageVoice = [8,46.53,37.11,66.97,2.2];
AvrageVoiceError = [0,4.319774943,5.590457147,9.501567707,0];
AvrageFingers1 = [1.2,19.54,9.3,10.52,4.8];
AvrageFingersError1 = [0,2.127815781,1.711139971,1.787288449,0];
AvrageMotion1 = [0.6,32.58,17.94,31.48,4.2];
AvrageMotionError1 = [0,1.168931136,3.218788592,2.241071172,0];
AvrageLocation1 = [11.8,89.82,36.88,98.22,1.4];
AvrageLocationError1
=
[0,5.200903768,7.394957742,5.577400828,0];
AvrageVoice1 = [4.8,37.96,27.14,49.18,2.8];
AvrageVoiceError1 = [0,2.189200767,3.030115509,5.237403937,0];
AvrageFingers2
[1.666666667,19.63333333,7.766666667,10.13333333,4.666666667];
AvrageFingersError2
[0,1.922093766,0.2962731472,1.732371528,0];
AvrageMotion2 = [3,37.2,17.9,36.53333333,3.666666667];
AvrageMotionError2 = [0,2.987194894,3.94630629,5.525798082,0];
AvrageLocation2
[14.33333333,104.3333333,63.66666667,114.6333333,1];
AvrageLocationError2
[0,8.565110105,28.28623536,5.366666667,0];
AvrageVoice2 = [9.333333333,44.56666667,47.46666667,78.5,2];
AvrageVoiceError2 = [0,1.225198397,16.49255724,21.53052097,0];

=
=

=
=

AvrageFingers3 = [1,30.8,12.7,12.5,4.5];
AvrageFingersError3 = [0,2,0.5,1,0];
AvrageMotion3 = [3,47.5,28.5,52,2.5];
AvrageMotionError3 = [0,1,0.2,0.5,0];
AvrageLocation3 = [24,120,120,120,1];
AvrageLocationError3 = [0,0,0,0,0];
AvrageVoice3 = [14,70.9,46.5,94.15,1];
AvrageVoiceError3 = [0,2,1,25.85,0];
%Allnavigation
=
[AvrageFingers,AvrageMotion,AvrageLocation,AvrageVoice];
%AllError
=
[AvrageFingersError,AvrageMotionError,AvrageLocationError,Avrage
VoiceError];
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%Allnavigation
=
[AvrageFingers1,AvrageMotion1,AvrageLocation1,AvrageVoice1];
%AllError
=
[AvrageFingersError1,AvrageMotionError1,AvrageLocationError1,Avr
ageVoiceError1];
%Allnavigation
=
[AvrageFingers2,AvrageMotion2,AvrageLocation2,AvrageVoice2];
%AllError
=
[AvrageFingersError2,AvrageMotionError2,AvrageLocationError2,Avr
ageVoiceError2];
Allnavigation
=
[AvrageFingers3,AvrageMotion3,AvrageLocation3,AvrageVoice3];
AllError
=
[AvrageFingersError3,AvrageMotionError3,AvrageLocationError3,Avr
ageVoiceError3];
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
ge1
ge2
ge3
ge4
ge5

=
=
=
=
=

Allnavigation(1:5:end);
Allnavigation(2:5:end);
Allnavigation(3:5:end);
Allnavigation(4:5:end);
Allnavigation(5:5:end);
=
=
=
=
=

AllError(1:5:end);
AllError(2:5:end);
AllError(3:5:end);
AllError(4:5:end);
AllError(5:5:end);

AllGrouped = [g1; g2; g3; g4; g5;];
AllGroupedError = [ge1; ge2; ge3; ge4; ge5;];
hBar = bar(AllGrouped,'grouped');
hold on
set(gca, 'XTickLabel',TitleTask);
grid on
l{1}='Fingers'; l{2}='Motion'; l{3}='Location'; l{4}='Voice';
legend(l);
ngroups = size(AllGrouped, 1);
nbars = size(AllGrouped, 2);
% Calculating the width for each bar group
groupwidth = min(0.8, nbars/(nbars + 1.5));
for i = 1:nbars
x = (1:ngroups) - groupwidth/2 + (2*i-1) * groupwidth /
(2*nbars);
errorbar(x, AllGrouped(:,i), AllGroupedError(:,i), '.');
end
hAx=gca;
% get a variable for the current axes handle
hAx.XTickLabel=TitleTask; % label the ticks
hT=[];
% placeholder for text object handles
for i=1:length(hBar) % iterate over number of bar objects
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hT=[hT
text(hBar(i).XData+hBar(i).XOffset,hBar(i).YData,num2str(hBar(i)
.YData.','%.3f'),'VerticalAlignment','bottom','horizontalalign',
'center')];
end
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